GAME & SPORT OLYMPICS

1 to 2 Hour Durations

Your group will be divided into teams (based
on size of the group) to participate in a
variety of games of skill to earn points for
your team.

Includes One of Each of the following games:
Ping Pong
Electronic Basketball
Electronic Target Hockey (with game supervisor)
Giant Jenga
Giant Connect 4
Hole in One Mini Putt
Delivery set up and Pick up
1 Host to explain the games/run the event

GROUP GUIDED PAINT SESSION

Custom Painting Can Be Created

There are a wide variety of paint theme
options available to choose from. This is an
excellent option to maintain social distancing
between guests if needed with individual
paint stations

Each paint kit includes:
3 paint brushes
1 acrylic paint set
1 canvas (tote bag option also available)
1 paint mixing plate
1 PDF instruction sheet

*Conditions may apply. Taxes, Additional Delivery set up and pick up and Long Distance fees not included*

PNP TEAM BUILDING

Ideas & Options for your Next Event!

SCAVENGER HUNT SELFIES
1 to 2 Hour Durations

Using new versatile technology to custom hashtags for your
event and different teams, each team will receive a list of
items they need to provide, find or create as a team
(materials provided to each team for creative challenges)
which they have to document with pictures and upload to
their team hashtags within the time limit to try and win
points for their team. Pictures can be displayed lived at the
event and client will receive a dropbox link for all the pictures
uploaded during their event.

INTERACTIVE TRIVIA AND TASK GAMES
Custom Painting Can Be Created

These are all exciting and unique team
building activities that encourage skill,
knowledge and team work. All options are
fully customizable and can accommodate any
size group (fees vary with number of games,
participants and level of customization)

Games (Includes Game Show Host and Buzzer
Podium): Games can also be played outside

Concept - Teams play against each other, 2 people
challenge each other at a time to win points for their
team
1. Trivia Game Show - quickest to hit the buzzer gets first
chance to answer the skill testing questions
2. Ultimate Trivia – this is a mix of skill testing questions
and timed challenges that require creativity, problem
solving and communication skills.
3. Family Feud – a spin off of the tv classic that everyone
knows and loves.
4. Minute to Win It – teams compete to complete
challenges and brain teasers racing the 1 minute clock

Note: These games can be combined and also structured as 2 teams at
a time with other
teams watching or with stations set up around the room and all teams
rotating through the game stations.
*additional charges may apply for extra staff/game moderators and
supplies

*Conditions may apply. Taxes, Additional Delivery set up and pick up and Long Distance fees not included*
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THE BIG PICTURE TEAM
BUILDING MURAL PAINTING
Individual Teams collaborate with guided instructions to
paint a canvas that will end up joining all the other team
creations to create a giant multi canvas artwork reflecting
each teams goals/values guided by our host.
They can only win painting tools by workign together to
solve challenges as a team. The final artwork theme is
designed prior to your event after discussing the key
elements of the event and
company.
Includes event host and all materials needed

DRONE CHALLENGE
1 to 2 Hour Durations

Mixing technology and communication, teams
have to fly and manaeuvre mini drones
through 8 obstacle courses created by
members of their teams during team building
challenges and finish with a smooth landing.

SOCIAL SYMPHONY
1 to 2 Hour Durations

Watch as your guests transform into a giant
percussion samba band! It’s a high energy,
maximum fun team building activity.
Our band enters with a 2 minute performance
of the beat the group will be learning over the
next 60 minutes. The group is then broken up
into teams, given their instruments and
guided through learning the rhythm until
everything comes together at the end for an
impressive performance of all the new
musicians!
*Conditions may apply. Taxes, Additional Delivery set up and pick up and Long Distance fees not included*
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WINE TASTING MYSTERY ACTIVITY
1 to 2 Hour Durations

Customized with the wine selection available/provided by
the venue, each table will work its way through clues earned
with wine tasting challenges and trivia. Great option for
social distancing as all guests remain at their tables
throughout the activity.
Includes certified wine expert as Host and materials (wine
not included), unique game characters and features, prize for
winning team. A selection of 4 different wines are needed to
properly execute this game

COMEDY IMPROV TEAM BUILDING
AND ICE BREAKER WORKSHOP
Teams, have them pick a topic and guide the
teams through creating and performing their
skits to the rest of the group! This is a great
way to foster a fun and positive work
environment.

We also offer seminars as an addition to this
workshop that focus on improving the
following skills:

Other benefits of improv skills include:
improving communication and collaboration
and enhancing creativity and brainstorming
skills as well as improving listening skills and
workplace adaptability.

Public speaking

Effective Presentations
Having Difficult Conversations
Effective in-person and email communication

*Conditions may apply. Taxes, Additional Delivery set up and pick up and Long Distance fees not included*
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